
  2021-2022 Receivership School Final Report and 2022-23 Continuation Plan 
Final Report: April 15, 2022, to June 30, 2022 

Continuation Plan for the 2022-23 School Year 
 
This document is to be completed by the School Receiver and/or their designee and submitted electronically to OISR@NYSED.gov. All sections of the report must be 
completed by fully responding to each prompt.  
 
The reporting portion of this document is a self-assessment of the implementation and outcomes of key strategies related to Receivership, and as such, is not considered 
a formal evaluation via the New York State Education Department. Once finalized and accepted, this document in its entirety must be posted in a conspicuous place on the 
district website. All responses submitted under the “2022-2023 School Year Continuation Plan” heading should directly align with, or be adaptations to, the previously approved 
intervention plans and require explicit engagement and input from community engagement teams (CET).  
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Executive Summary 
Please provide a plain-language summary of this combined report and continuation plan to both reflect the changes and progress made since the last reporting period and to 
describe how actions taken to implement lead strategies, engage the community, and enact Receivership powers during the past quarter will provide a basis for developing a 
data-informed continuation plan for the next school year. The summary should be written in terms easily understood by the community-at-large.    
 
Please avoid terms and acronyms that are unfamiliar to the public and limit the summary to no more than 500 words. Any links included must be made publicly available 
prior to submitting the report. 
 

In the final quarter of the school year we made huge gains in terms of Math implementation.  We have on boarded a veteran second grade teacher as a halftime Math coach working with 
all teachers grades K-5.  In this short time we have had 95% of staff either start or complete a book study around Building Thinking classrooms.  We have also made a commitment to have 
all new classroom teachers engage in this book study as well.  This book is helping teachers to better engage students and enrich our Math curriculum.  All students work in pairs on vertical 
whiteboards collaborating with peers on real life application problems.  This method ensures all students are held accountable for grade level thinking and beyond. We have put together 
some furniture orders as well to ensure that rooms have ample space and the proper set up to engage in this teamwork and collaboration. Our Math coach has also begun to work on Math 
progressions for our essential standards such as Addition, Subtraction, Multiplication, and Division.  We plan to work on Fractions in the fall.  See an example here. 

  

To close out the school year on our last day with staff we began to set our 2022-2023 essential standards for math and to chart them on our building created essential standards chart.  See 
example here. 

  

In English Language Arts we have made a big push to close gaps in student’s reading levels.  We identified students who were just below grade level, and we made a final push to get them 
on grade level.  We are closing in on 50% of our students reading on grade level which will be a goal for us next school year.  Next year’s ELA goals will be centered around achieving this 
milestone as a building through a balanced literacy approach.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ft3zNeTXGmkEaz1ZASte0_dnoV1p5-6bqNEWGOSV5yc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1Ft3zNeTXGmkEaz1ZASte0_dnoV1p5-6bqNEWGOSV5yc/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1c-1UZ7_obwkuhsTpfTzBHvsAKeLScRY__CXj0Nps5Ew/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1c-1UZ7_obwkuhsTpfTzBHvsAKeLScRY__CXj0Nps5Ew/edit?usp=sharing
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Directions for Parts I, II, and III - District and school staff should respond to these sections of the document by both analyzing and summarizing the steps taken to implement 
lead strategies since the third quarter and to identify the key strategies that will be addressed in the 2022-2023 Continuation Plan.  

● When responding to prompts pertaining to the Final Report and Reflection, include processes that were used in Quarter 4 to assess the impact of strategies 
implemented on student learning outcomes. 

● When responding to prompts pertaining to the 2022-23 School Year Continuation Plan, include processes for assessing impact on student learning outcomes that will 
be implemented during the new school year.    

 
The 2022-2023 Continuation Plan is an opportunity for district and school staff to present their proposed actions and adaptations for the upcoming school year and is intended to 
create a framework by which the school transitions from the current year to the upcoming school year in a manner that represents continuous and comprehensive planning. This 
should include a clear focus on how evidence guides decisions and an articulation of explicit supports for student social-emotional well-being, diversity, equity, inclusion, and 
active engagement in learning.   

● The District should ensure that the implementation of lead strategies addresses the needs of all learners, particularly the needs of subgroups of students and those at risk 
for not meeting State academic standards.   

● District and school staff should assess the impact of identified lead strategies on student learning, as connected and aligned to diagnostic review feedback, to ensure 
strategy implementation can achieve long-term sustainable growth.   
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Part I –Lead Strategies for Improvement  
 
Lead Strategies for School Improvement  
Include 3-4 core lead strategies that are central to the school’s improvement plan. The lead strategies included should be a continuation or extension of lead strategies 
implemented in the prior school year and serve as key levers for improvement based on trends in student performance data to serve as overarching approaches for 
implementing strategically focused action plans for achieving demonstrable improvement.   

Final Report and Reflection on Lead Strategies Applied during 
April 15, 2021 - June 30, 2022 

 

Lead Strategies that will Guide the 2022-23 School Year Continuation Plan  

List the lead strategies that guided the 
school’s improvement work during the 
2021-22 school year, including any that 
were discontinued.  

For each lead strategy, provide context for 
why the strategy was selected as a key 
lever for improvement based on data 
trends, as well as whether or not the lead 
strategy will be maintained during the next 
school year.  

List the lead strategies that will guide 
the school’s improvement plan during 
the 2022-23 school year. 

Explain why the lead strategy listed 
was selected based on current data 
trends, and how the lead strategy will 
help to achieve progress toward this 
year’s demonstrable improvement 
targets. 

1. Identification of the essential standards. This strategy was selected because we felt it 
critical for us to ensure mastery of what is most 
important for students to know and understand 
in the next grade level.  Teachers then focused 
on more time on these essential standards 
than anything else within the content area.  In 
looking at 20-21 data we were seeing that 
students were not mastering much of anything 
after this year the vast majority of students 
mastered what was deemed essential. We will 
continue to maintain this strategy for the 22-23 
school year. After this school year we were 
able to see that with extra focus students were 
able to master these essential standards.  

1.Identification of Essential Standards *insert data from state test and F/P 
*show trimester 3 data to prove we need to work 
on the timing of the essential standards  
 
Essential standards are standards that students 
must know and understand to find success in the 
next grade level. In addition to identifying the 
standards, students will be assessed 
pre/mid/post. This will be essential in 
differentiating instruction to meet the needs of all 
learners. We will use an essential standards chart 
for both ELA/MATH, which will outline the 
progressions needed to be successful within the 
standard. It will also tell us when we will give 
assessments and what we will do if students 
do/do not meet the standard.  
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2. Implementation/ Focus on WIN (What I Need 
Time) for Tier 2 instruction 

With the emphasis on essential standards we 
needed a way for us to be able to differentiate 
to meet the needs of all learners especially in 
the upper grade levels.  WIN time allowed us 
to utilize interventionists to be able to maximize 
supports and group students by what they 
need vs. their level.  Looking at cohorts of 
students across a grade level vs. each room 
also allows us to more effectively group the 
students.  

2. All students at Benjamin Franklin will 
receive WIN time (What I Need).  

*insert gap data 
 
Ability grouping increases student achievement by 
allowing teachers to focus instruction and allows 
teachers to adjust pace for low achieving as well 
as high achievers.  Each grade level will be given 
40 minutes of Math/Ela intervention time.  In 
order for us to meet our DI, we must ensure that 
all students have mastered the Essential Standard. 
Our WIN time will allow us to differentiate 
instruction to ensure this happens.  

3. New tracking systems for our ELA Interventionists 
 

Prior to this school year we had no way of 
knowing how interventions were going in 
reading until the end of the intervention period.  
This google sheet allowed us to be able to 
monitor progress weekly.  It let administration 
see what changes need to take place and how 
we can best utilize time with the 
interventionists.  This sheet also allowed for 
collaboration between reading and classroom 
teachers.  

3. Implement building-wide tracking 
system for F/P.  

*insert F/P data 
 
Currently, each classroom teacher has their own 
way of recording student progress with F/P. As a 
building, we see a need for a common building 
wide tool  for collecting data.  Much like last 
year's lead strategy for reading interventionists, 
classroom teachers will maintain monthly records 
on a shared google sheet.  

4.  4. All classroom teachers will be importing 
the Building-Thinking Classroom.  

*insert book data 
*insert 2nd grade data 
 
Classroom teachers are taking or have taken the 
Building Thinking Classroom book study.  
Additionally,  before the launch of a new essential 
standard, our Math Coach will be providing PD 
with each grade level team to support the 
Building  Thinking Classroom  strategies.  

 
 
 
 
Part II – Demonstrable Improvement Indicators-Level 1  
 

Level 1 Indicators 
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Please list the school’s Level 1 indicators and complete all columns below. This information should provide details about how lead strategies will inform the implementation 
of specific strategies and action steps that will support progress toward the Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.   

Identify 
Indicator 

Final Report and Reflection on Activities Completed during 
April 15, 2021- June 30, 2022 

 
What specific strategies and action steps were implemented to support 
progress for each of the Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  
 
● Provide the specific data/evidence used to determine progress and 

impact on instruction, student learning, and achievement. 
● Describe how the data trends that emerged during this period will 

inform future action steps.  
 

2022-2023 School Year Continuation Plan for Meeting this Indicator 
 
 
Drawing from the information provided in the Final Report and Reflection on 
Activities, what specific strategies, and action steps will be implemented during 
the 2022-2023 school year to support progress for this Demonstrable 
Improvement Indicator? 
  
● Provide a data-informed rationale for the strategies and action steps 

indicated. 
● Include a description of any adjustments made since the last reporting 

period along with the corresponding data used to inform the adjustment. 
Indicator #33 
3-8 ELA All 
Students MGP  
 

● In our final Trimester of ELA we worked hard to identify students who 
were just below grade level and provide them extra guided reading and 
support to push them to grade level.  As such, we began to set our 
SMART goals in ELA around F and P levels as opposed to specific 
standards.  We did see some wonderful growth as a result (28%BOY to 
43% MOY); however we noticed that as we progress towards this 
target we need to focus on more of a balanced literacy approach and 
we need to dive deeper into the text bands.  As a building we fell short 
of our goal of having 50% of students reading on grade level by the end 
of trimester three though we did make great gains through the year.  In 
investigating why we fell short we realized it was largely due to the 
jump A/B to C/D in Kindergarten.  Upon further review this is an annual 
issue and we will be working to ensure that we address this next 
Spring. Data for Trimester three can be found here. Missing some of 
these goals is something that should not have come as a surprise to us.  
We realized from this and other grade levels that we need to create a 
mechanism to track data monthly vs. waiting until benchmarks.  (See 
column to the right).  
 

● We have learned so much this school year about both the PLC process and our 
designated WIN (What I Need) times of the school day.  We feel we are on the 
right track with both of these however we need some fine tuning.  This school 
year all grade levels dabbled with their WIN time but the grade level (second) 
who did it with fidelity and who did it during their intervention block to help 
leverage class size, met all of their essential standard SMART goals this school 
year.  Supporting Data can be  found here.  As such next school year all grade 
level teams will be doing WIN time in ELA on a weekly basis as soon as students 
have adapted to being in school.   

● We also noticed some surprising data (both positive and negative) pop up in 
our MOY benchmarking.  This data cannot be a surprise to administration or to 
teachers as we have let too much time go by without addressing the deficits.  
Next school year we will be implementing a building wide sheet that will track 
monthly progress at each grade level.  Click here to see what that will look like 
(Note we will be working with our Kindergarten team in September to find their 
data points on a monthly basis since they will not begin F and P until mid year.  

● As a building we will be setting all our goals based on the F and P text bands 
cheat sheet.  We will start with our beginning of the year Data and create 
SMART goals based on where students are in the text bands.  We will also set a 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10Xx9p6pw3DMbHZfCn4Qesn9heU2tJfH9AtuB4D0Md38/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10Xx9p6pw3DMbHZfCn4Qesn9heU2tJfH9AtuB4D0Md38/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18Wa5auA3H553YPxLrEp3yFZ_qLSlU1jZDwBWTymCpn8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YHlavelAyayoVftjZY3yTg0D1Zhyek29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YHlavelAyayoVftjZY3yTg0D1Zhyek29/view?usp=sharing
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building wide goal for the Middle of the Year and the End of the Year. It is our 
hope to be over 50% on grade level by the end of next school year as a building.  

Indicator #39 
3-8 Math All 
Students MGP 
 

● During Trimester 3 roughly 85% of our staff who teach Math did a book 
study on Building Thinking Classrooms with our Math Mentor/ Coach.  
We saw a huge jump in student engagement during the math times 
and we began to see huge gains in assessment results.  As  found here 
you can see that all but one grade level met their Trimester Three 
essential standard in Math.  

● We were able to continue to utilize our .5 Math coach to get into 
classrooms and help teachers implement the Building Thinking 
Classrooms strategies in order to have them running effectively so that 
teachers were ready to hit the ground running in the fall.  Additionally 
we also gave PD around what solid instruction looks like for each of the 
essential standards from Trimester 3. At this PD teachers were able to 
experience lessons as though they were the students and then put on 
their teacher hats to reflect what they were doing.  We attribute alot of 
the Trimester 3 success in the data above to this.  

● Much like in ELA we believe we are headed in the right direction with out PLC 
work and WIN time but we have some fine tuning to do.  Grade levels who 
implemented WIN time found a great deal of success with it.  To simplify things 
we will be utilizing the WIN time during our intervention block limiting the 
number of students in a group.  

● We will continue to identify essential standards on a slightly different essential 
standards chart which helps meet the needs of our building.  A critical piece to 
this will be identifying the when.  Last year while we were successful in our 
implementation we were often playing catch up.  This year we will use a PLC 
calendar and identify when assessments will be given and when the essential 
standard will wrap up.   

● By the end of the first trimester all teachers will have undergone the Building 
Thinking Classrooms book study and throughout the year additional supports 
will be provided through coaching cycles. All announced observations will be in 
math in hopes of seeing the Building Thinking Classroom strategies and it will 
allow for administration to give feedback to support teachers in this area.  

● We will also be providing professional development for teachers before the 
start of instruction around an essential standard. For example in the third grade 
chart above you will see that there is an essential standard for addition and 
subtraction to start the school year.  In September they will undergo PD on 
incorporating Building Thinking Classrooms strategies for Addition and 
Subtraction.  
 

Indicator #100 3-8 
ELA All Students 
Core Subject 
Performance Index 
 

● In our final Trimester of ELA we worked hard to identify students who 
were just below grade level and provide them extra guided reading and 
support to push them to grade level.  As such, we began to set our 
SMART goals in ELA around F and P levels as opposed to specific 
standards.  We did see some wonderful growth as a result (28%BOY to 
43% MOY); however we noticed that as we progress towards this 
target we need to focus on more of a balanced literacy approach and 

● We have learned so much this school year about both the PLC process and our 
designated WIN (What I Need) times of the school day.  We feel we are on the 
right track with both of these however we need some fine tuning.  This school 
year all grade levels dabbled with their WIN time but the grade level (second) 
who did it with fidelity and who did it during their intervention block to help 
leverage class size, met all of their essential standard SMART goals this school 
year.  Supporting Data can be  found here.  As such next school year all grade 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10Xx9p6pw3DMbHZfCn4Qesn9heU2tJfH9AtuB4D0Md38/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LAc1rgjsUsAyNfxXtx2wctRDWaBAtc4JS3C499Rjx5M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LAc1rgjsUsAyNfxXtx2wctRDWaBAtc4JS3C499Rjx5M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10Xx9p6pw3DMbHZfCn4Qesn9heU2tJfH9AtuB4D0Md38/edit?usp=sharing
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we need to dive deeper into the text bands.  As a building we fell short 
of our goal of having 50% of students reading on grade level by the end 
of trimester three though we did make great gains through the year.  In 
investigating why we fell short we realized it was largely due to the 
jump A/B to C/D in Kindergarten.  Upon further review this is an annual 
issue and we will be working to ensure that we address this next 
Spring. Data for Trimester three can be found here. Missing some of 
these goals is something that should not have come as a surprise to us.  
We realized from this and other grade levels that we need to create a 
mechanism to track data monthly vs. waiting until benchmarks.  (See 
column to the right).  

 

level teams will be doing WIN time in ELA on a weekly basis as soon as students 
have adapted to being in school.   

● We also noticed some surprising data (both positive and negative) pop up in 
our MOY benchmarking.  This data cannot be a surprise to administration or to 
teachers as we have let too much time go by without addressing the deficits.  
Next school year we will be implementing a building wide sheet that will track 
monthly progress at each grade level.  Click here to see what that will look like 
(Note we will be working with our Kindergarten team in September to find their 
data points on a monthly basis since they will not begin F and P until mid year.  

● As a building we will be setting all our goals based on the F and P text bands 
cheat sheet.  We will start with our beginning of the year Data and create 
SMART goals based on where students are in the text bands.  We will also set a 
building wide goal for the Middle of the Year and the End of the Year. It is our 
hope to be over 50% on grade level by the end of next school year as a building 

Indicator #110 3-8 
Math All Students 
Core Subject 
Performance Index 
 

● During Trimester 3 roughly 85% of our staff who teach Math did a book 
study on Building Thinking Classrooms with our Math Mentor/ Coach.  
We saw a huge jump in student engagement during the math times 
and we began to see huge gains in assessment results.  As  found here 
you can see that all but one grade level met their Trimester Three 
essential standard in Math.  

● We were able to continue to utilize our .5 Math coach to get into 
classrooms and help teachers implement the Building Thinking 
Classrooms strategies in order to have them running effectively so that 
teachers were ready to hit the ground running in the fall.  Additionally 
we also gave PD around what solid instruction looks like for each of the 
essential standards from Trimester 3. At this PD teachers were able to 
experience lessons as though they were the students and then put on 
their teacher hats to reflect what they were doing.  We attribute a lot 
of the Trimester 3 success in the data above to this.  

● Much like in ELA we believe we are headed in the right direction with out PLC 
work and WIN time but we have some fine tuning to do.  Grade levels who 
implemented WIN time found a great deal of success with it.  To simplify things 
we will be utilizing the WIN time during our intervention block limiting the 
number of students in a group.  

● We will continue to identify essential standards on a slightly different essential 
standards chart which helps meet the needs of our building.  A critical piece to 
this will be identifying the when.  Last year while we were successful in our 
implementation we were often playing catch up.  This year we will use a PLC 
calendar and identify when assessments will be given and when the essential 
standard will wrap up.   

● By the end of the first trimester all teachers will have undergone the Building 
Thinking Classrooms book study and throughout the year additional supports 
will be provided through coaching cycles. All announced observations will be in 
math in hopes of seeing the Building Thinking Classroom strategies and it will 
allow for administration to give feedback to support teachers in this area.  

● We will also be providing professional development for teachers before the 
start of instruction around an essential standard. For example in the third grade 
chart above you will see that there is an essential standard for addition and 

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10Xx9p6pw3DMbHZfCn4Qesn9heU2tJfH9AtuB4D0Md38/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18Wa5auA3H553YPxLrEp3yFZ_qLSlU1jZDwBWTymCpn8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YHlavelAyayoVftjZY3yTg0D1Zhyek29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YHlavelAyayoVftjZY3yTg0D1Zhyek29/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10Xx9p6pw3DMbHZfCn4Qesn9heU2tJfH9AtuB4D0Md38/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LAc1rgjsUsAyNfxXtx2wctRDWaBAtc4JS3C499Rjx5M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LAc1rgjsUsAyNfxXtx2wctRDWaBAtc4JS3C499Rjx5M/edit?usp=sharing
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subtraction to start the school year.  In September they will undergo PD on 
incorporating Building Thinking Classrooms strategies for Addition and 
Subtraction.  

Indicator #150 
Grades 4 and 8 
Science All 
Students Core 
Subject 
Performance Index 
 

● In Trimester three our 4th grade team spent a great deal of time 
preparing for the 4th grade Science Tests.  One teacher was designated 
the Science teacher and they shared classes to give students additional 
hands-on labs that would mimic the state tests and make learning 
authentic.  Other teachers took on Shared reading with Science 
Passages covering the information to be on the state tests.  The 
teachers collaborated with one another and ensured the needs of all 
were met and that students were prepared for the tests.   

● K-2 Continues to use Mystery Science as their curriculum and 3- has 
begun to use their Foss Science kits as COVID restrictions lessened.  
Throughout the year we struggled to get back on pace with a scope and 
sequence for Science as we were working so hard to close Reading and 
Math gaps.   

● We also did a building wide unit where each class got their own 
caterpillars to raise into butterflies.  Each grade level discussed the life 
cycle at their own pace and grade levels released their butterflies 
together.  

● While grades K-2 have a grasp on the Mystery Science curriculum and scope 
and sequence we need to invest time in training grades 3-5 in FOSS Science.  
We also need to work to develop Common Formative Assessments for Science.  
There are many great Science Labs and activities happening in the building 
however, we don’t currently have a good measure of where students are in 
terms of proficiency. As such we will be giving release time to grades 3-5 to 
work with their FOSS science kits and to undergo training on them.   
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Indicator #160 
3-8 Chronic 
Absenteeism - All 
Students  
 

● Our chronic absenteeism continues to be our greatest areas of 
concern.  We have continued to follow our district’s attendance 
flow chart making regular contact with families at 5, 10, 15, and 
20 days of absences.  We have also begun to include attendance 
into our PBIS initiatives and celebrations.   

● Many of these absences are a result of the pandemic.  If a 
student has had covid twice in their house and chooses not to 
engage in remote learning they will have been chronically absent 
for the school year.   

● We have continued with the test to stay policy which has helped 
to keep many more students here in school.  

● We have also continued the implementation of a check in-check 
out program, which has ten students.  These students are 
carefully selected by our Student Support Team.  We identified 
students who are at risk of being chronically absent for non-
COVID related reasons.  

● As you can see here since implementing many of the above 
incentives we have seen Chronic Absenteeism improve since 
January and we will continue with these protocols. (Note that 
these percentages include PK and Kindergarten which are not 
levels to be reported at the end of the year.  These two grade 
have the highest Chronic Absenteeism rates at 55% and 43%.  

● As seen in the data to the left we have seen positive results from many of the 
incentives including adding attendance to PBIS celebrations and Test to Stay.  
We will continue both of the things moving into next school year.   

● Building leadership will also be making an attendance focus group of students.  
We will use Schoolzilla to pinpoint students in grades 3-5 who are traditionally 
Chronically Absent but between 18-23 days.  We will be making contact home 
over the summer and checkinging in regularly on these students to ensure we 
do all we can to limit their absences.  

● We will continue to follow our district’s attendance flow chart making 
regular contact with families at 5, 10, 15, and 20 days of absences. 

Indicator #180 
3-8 ELP Success 
Ratio - All Students 
 

● Our ENL staff have been playing an integral part of the PLC 
process.  It has been extremely beneficial to have their lens 
around language as it is useful for all our students.   

● Our ENL staff also plays a part in our intervention block where we 
provide Tier 3 instruction/ remediation for our most struggling 
students.  They also play a part in our WIN time, meeting with our 
ENL students who need additional support around the Tier 1 
instruction.   

● Our ENL teachers have been continuing their work with Cultural 
and Linguistic Responsiveness (CLR).  This helps our staff to 
become more understanding of our students from all 
backgrounds and cultures.   

 

● Our ENL staff will continue to play an integral role in the PLC process 
attending all ELA centered meetings with their respective grade level 
teams.  This year we want to place more of an emphasis on them being 
able to provide a lens into vocabulary and background knowledge.  This 
is such a critical skill not only for ENL students but for all.  

● We will be looking to build on the success of co-teaching that took place 
in our Kindergarten classroom and bringing it to first grade.  We are 
trying to really pour a lot of time and effort into our K-2 ENL students 
because we need them to get the foundational skills needed to test out 
much sooner!  

● As a building we will continue our work around Cultural and Linguistic 
Responsiveness.  Building leadership is currently undergoing mentorship 

https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IuMSvhB0MjFNwEeGk1AWyVOYfjpLCv9X
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IuMSvhB0MjFNwEeGk1AWyVOYfjpLCv9X
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1pGb4IL8P7A-be6aLBKZu-_N3MBh0-r_9/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/open?id=1IuMSvhB0MjFNwEeGk1AWyVOYfjpLCv9X
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● Our ENL teacher supporting Kindergarten has been integrating 
into the Kindergarten classroom with great success.  The two 
have co-planned and worked very hard to align the ENL 
curriculum to the districts ELA curriculum and saw great results in 
doing so!  All but 2 ENL students from Kindergarten are reading 
at or above grade level in Fountas and Pinell.   

this summer and will present the culmination of work to the faculty at the 
opening day convocation.  

 
Part III – Demonstrable Improvement Indicators-Level 2 
 

Level 2 Indicators 
Please list the school’s Level 2 indicators and complete all columns below. This information should provide details about how lead strategies will inform the 
implementation of specific strategies and actions that will support progress toward the Demonstrable Improvement Indicators.  
  

Identify 
Indicator 

Final Report and Reflection on Activities Completed during 
April 15, 2021 - June 30, 2022 

 
What specific strategies and action steps were implemented to support 
progress for each of the Demonstrable Improvement Indicators?  
 
● Provide the specific data/evidence used to determine progress and 

impact on instruction, student learning, and achievement. 
● Describe how the data trends that emerged during this period will 

inform future action steps.  
 

2022-23 School Year Continuation Plan for Meeting this Indicator 
 
 
Drawing from the information provided in the Final Report and Reflection on 
Activities, what specific strategies, and action steps will be implemented 
during the 2022-2023 school year to support progress for this Demonstrable 
Improvement Indicator? 
● Provide a data-informed rationale for the strategies and action steps 

indicated. 
● Include a description of any adjustments made since the last reporting 

period along with the corresponding data used to inform the adjustment. 
Indicator #86 
Teacher 
Turnover 
 

● In trimester 3 we began a great deal of Math training.  So many 
teachers on staff reported struggling with math as a student and being 
most anxious around teaching math.  We began to have some vertical 
meetings and realized inconsistencies on how we were teaching the 
most basic math operations.  This leads to confusion on the student’s 
end. Building leadership worked with our math coach on a K-2 addition 
and subtraction PD that was a half day to ensure all were on the same 
page with their instruction.  The same workshop was then created for 
grades 2-5 on Multiplication and Division.  As a result teachers 
reported having more clarity on how they are teaching these basic 

● As a building we had really good feedback on the math PD we provided to 
support trimester 3 essential standards.  This is something we plan to continue 
moving forward.  As grade levels begin to prepare for upcoming essential 
standards (before the pre test) teachers will receive a half day training to 
ensure they are fully prepared to begin the upcoming unit and ensure that they 
are vertically aligned.  

● At our last Shared Leadership Team meeting of the year we had discussions 
reflecting on PLCs from the past school year.  Collectively we feel we are 
headed in the right direction but that we are always short on time.  As a result 
we will offer compensation for grade level teams to hold an additional PLC 
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operations and we were able to ensure everyone was on the same 
page.  

meeting each week should they choose.  We also felt like we needed to create 
a schedule to give us a clearer vision of when data would be due and when it 
would be discussed at PLCs.  As a result, building leadership is working with SLT 
to create a year long PLC calendar.  This would let teachers know when to give 
assessments, when to enter data, and when we would meet to discuss this 
data.  This will help to give instructional staff clarity on what expectations are.   

Indicator #103 
3-8 ELA Hispanic 
Core Subject 
Performance 
Index 
 

● In our final Trimester of ELA we worked hard to identify students who 
were just below grade level and provide them extra guided reading and 
support to push them to grade level.  As such, we began to set our 
SMART goals in ELA around F and P levels as opposed to specific 
standards.  We did see some wonderful growth as a result (28%BOY to 
43% MOY); however we noticed that as we progress towards this 
target we need to focus on more of a balanced literacy approach and 
we need to dive deeper into the text bands.  As a building we fell short 
of our goal of having 50% of students reading on grade level by the end 
of trimester three though we did make great gains through the year.  In 
investigating why we fell short we realized it was largely due to the 
jump A/B to C/D in Kindergarten.  Upon further review this is an annual 
issue and we will be working to ensure that we address this next 
Spring. Data for Trimester three can be found here. Missing some of 
these goals is something that should not have come as a surprise to us.  
We realized from this and other grade levels that we need to create a 
mechanism to track data monthly vs. waiting until benchmarks.  (See 
column to the right).  

 

● We have learned so much this school year about both the PLC process and our 
designated WIN (What I Need) times of the school day.  We feel we are on the 
right track with both of these however we need some fine tuning.  This school 
year all grade levels dabbled with their WIN time but the grade level (second) 
who did it with fidelity and who did it during their intervention block to help 
leverage class size, met all of their essential standard SMART goals this school 
year.  Supporting Data can be  found here.  As such next school year all grade 
level teams will be doing WIN time in ELA on a weekly basis as soon as students 
have adapted to being in school.   

● We also noticed some surprising data (both positive and negative) pop up in 
our MOY benchmarking.  This data cannot be a surprise to administration or to 
teachers as we have let too much time go by without addressing the deficits.  
Next school year we will be implementing a building wide sheet that will track 
monthly progress at each grade level.  Click here to see what that will look like 
(Note we will be working with our Kindergarten team in September to find 
their data points on a monthly basis since they will not begin F and P until mid 
year.  

● As a building we will be setting all our goals based on the F and P text bands 
cheat sheet.  We will start with our beginning of the year Data and create 
SMART goals based on where students are in the text bands.  We will also set a 
building wide goal for the Middle of the Year and the End of the Year. It is our 
hope to be over 50% on grade level by the end of next school year as a building 

Indicator #113 
3-8 Math 
Hispanic Core 
Subject 
Performance 
Index  

● During Trimester 3 roughly 85% of our staff who teach Math did a book 
study on Building Thinking Classrooms with our Math Mentor/ Coach.  
We saw a huge jump in student engagement during the math times 
and we began to see huge gains in assessment results.  As  found here 

● Much like in ELA we believe we are headed in the right direction with out PLC 
work and WIN time but we have some fine tuning to do.  Grade levels who 
implemented WIN time found a great deal of success with it.  To simplify things 
we will be utilizing the WIN time during our intervention block limiting the 
number of students in a group.  

https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10Xx9p6pw3DMbHZfCn4Qesn9heU2tJfH9AtuB4D0Md38/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10Xx9p6pw3DMbHZfCn4Qesn9heU2tJfH9AtuB4D0Md38/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18Wa5auA3H553YPxLrEp3yFZ_qLSlU1jZDwBWTymCpn8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YHlavelAyayoVftjZY3yTg0D1Zhyek29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YHlavelAyayoVftjZY3yTg0D1Zhyek29/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10Xx9p6pw3DMbHZfCn4Qesn9heU2tJfH9AtuB4D0Md38/edit?usp=sharing
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 you can see that all but one grade level met their Trimester Three 
essential standard in Math.  

● We were able to continue to utilize our .5 Math coach to get into 
classrooms and help teachers implement the Building Thinking 
Classrooms strategies in order to have them running effectively so that 
teachers were ready to hit the ground running in the fall.  Additionally 
we also gave PD around what solid instruction looks like for each of the 
essential standards from Trimester 3. At this PD teachers were able to 
experience lessons as though they were the students and then put on 
their teacher hats to reflect what they were doing.  We attribute alot of 
the Trimester 3 success in the data above to this.  

● We will continue to identify essential standards on a slightly different essential 
standards chart which helps meet the needs of our building.  A critical piece to 
this will be identifying the when.  Last year while we were successful in our 
implementation we were often playing catch up.  This year we will use a PLC 
calendar and identify when assessments will be given and when the essential 
standard will wrap up.   

● By the end of the first trimester all teachers will have undergone the Building 
Thinking Classrooms book study and throughout the year additional supports 
will be provided through coaching cycles. All announced observations will be in 
math in hopes of seeing the Building Thinking Classroom strategies and it will 
allow for administration to give feedback to support teachers in this area.  

● We will also be providing professional development for teachers before the 
start of instruction around an essential standard. For example in the third 
grade chart above you will see that there is an essential standard for addition 
and subtraction to start the school year.  In September they will undergo PD on 
incorporating Building Thinking Classrooms strategies for Addition and 
Subtraction.  

Indicator #115 
3-8 Math ED 
Core Subject 
Performance 
Index  
 

● During Trimester 3 roughly 85% of our staff who teach Math did a book 
study on Building Thinking Classrooms with our Math Mentor/ Coach.  
We saw a huge jump in student engagement during the math times 
and we began to see huge gains in assessment results.  As  found here 
you can see that all but one grade level met their Trimester Three 
essential standard in Math.  

● We were able to continue to utilize our .5 Math coach to get into 
classrooms and help teachers implement the Building Thinking 
Classrooms strategies in order to have them running effectively so that 
teachers were ready to hit the ground running in the fall.  Additionally 
we also gave PD around what solid instruction looks like for each of the 
essential standards from Trimester 3. At this PD teachers were able to 
experience lessons as though they were the students and then put on 
their teacher hats to reflect what they were doing.  We attribute alot of 
the Trimester 3 success in the data above to this.  

● Much like in ELA we believe we are headed in the right direction with out PLC 
work and WIN time but we have some fine tuning to do.  Grade levels who 
implemented WIN time found a great deal of success with it.  To simplify things 
we will be utilizing the WIN time during our intervention block limiting the 
number of students in a group.  

● We will continue to identify essential standards on a slightly different essential 
standards chart which helps meet the needs of our building.  A critical piece to 
this will be identifying the when.  Last year while we were successful in our 
implementation we were often playing catch up.  This year we will use a PLC 
calendar and identify when assessments will be given and when the essential 
standard will wrap up.   

● By the end of the first trimester all teachers will have undergone the Building 
Thinking Classrooms book study and throughout the year additional supports 
will be provided through coaching cycles. All announced observations will be in 
math in hopes of seeing the Building Thinking Classroom strategies and it will 
allow for administration to give feedback to support teachers in this area.  

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LAc1rgjsUsAyNfxXtx2wctRDWaBAtc4JS3C499Rjx5M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LAc1rgjsUsAyNfxXtx2wctRDWaBAtc4JS3C499Rjx5M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10Xx9p6pw3DMbHZfCn4Qesn9heU2tJfH9AtuB4D0Md38/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LAc1rgjsUsAyNfxXtx2wctRDWaBAtc4JS3C499Rjx5M/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1LAc1rgjsUsAyNfxXtx2wctRDWaBAtc4JS3C499Rjx5M/edit?usp=sharing
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● We will also be providing professional development for teachers before the 
start of instruction around an essential standard. For example in the third 
grade chart above you will see that there is an essential standard for addition 
and subtraction to start the school year.  In September they will undergo PD on 
incorporating Building Thinking Classrooms strategies for Addition and 
Subtraction.  

Locally 
Measured 
Indicator 
Fountas and 
Pinnell Reading 
Level – Black 
students 
Fountas and 
Pinnell reading 
level – Black 
 

● As indicated in our end of year F and P data our Black Student sub 
group has met our goal for the school year at 35% proficient.  This is 
largely in part to the tracking system implemented with our reading 
intervention teachers.  While it helped us to track progress we are still 
working on fine tuning it (see column to the right).   

● In our final trimester we also shifted the focus of SMART goals to 
reflect more students reading on grade level.  We increased the 
amount of guided reading the students were receiving on a daily basis 
and began to implement more of a balanced literacy approach in the 
lower grades including more phonics instruction.  

● We were able to focus WIN (What I need) time to line up with the 
classes intervention block to ensure smaller groupings and to ensure 
that the needs of all learners were being met.  

● We have learned so much this school year about both the PLC process and our 
designated WIN (What I Need) times of the school day.  We feel we are on the 
right track with both of these however we need some fine tuning.  This school 
year all grade levels dabbled with their WIN time but the grade level (second) 
who did it with fidelity and who did it during their intervention block to help 
leverage class size, met all of their essential standard SMART goals this school 
year.  Supporting Data can be  found here.  As such next school year all grade 
level teams will be doing WIN time in ELA on a weekly basis as soon as students 
have adapted to being in school.   

● We learned in Trimester 3 that we cannot wait on final data. instead we need 
to be tracking at least monthly so we can identify students on cencern and 
intervene right away.  Click here to see what that will look like note that we 
have a tab to indicate race of the student which will help us track our black 
student’s progress.  

● As a building we will be setting all our goals based on the F and P text bands 
cheat sheet.  We will start with our beginning of the year Data and create 
SMART goals based on where students are in the text bands.  We will also set a 
building wide goal for the Middle of the Year and the End of the Year. It is our 
hope to be over 50% on grade level by the end of next school year as a building 

 
Part IV – Community Engagement Team (CET) 

 
Community Engagement Team (CET) 
The role of the Community Engagement Team is to develop recommendations for school improvement by soliciting input through public engagement.  
 
Recommendations made by the CET, including how the school community and community at-large were engaged to (1) provide input into the school’s Continuation Plan 
and (2) review and update, if necessary, its 2022-2023 Community Engagement Team plan and membership, should be addressed in response to the prompts below. 

https://drive.google.com/file/d/1jQWLdnfL7soErfB1jQrx7cwmRvB-zkY4/view?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/10Xx9p6pw3DMbHZfCn4Qesn9heU2tJfH9AtuB4D0Md38/edit?usp=sharing
https://docs.google.com/spreadsheets/d/18Wa5auA3H553YPxLrEp3yFZ_qLSlU1jZDwBWTymCpn8/edit?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YHlavelAyayoVftjZY3yTg0D1Zhyek29/view?usp=sharing
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1YHlavelAyayoVftjZY3yTg0D1Zhyek29/view?usp=sharing
https://www.p12.nysed.gov/oisr/MostRecent100.19Regs915p12a2.pdf
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Report Out of 2021-2022 CET Plan Implementation 

 
Plan for Use of CET Recommendations in 2022-2023 

Describe how recommendations made by the CET during 2021-2022 were used to 
inform implementation of the school’s improvement plan. 

● List the categories of stakeholders that have participated as members over the 
past school year. Note any changes made to the CET’s membership since the last 
reporting period.  

● Include links, or embed, real time artifacts such as meeting agendas, membership 
lists, signed attendance lists, etc. 

Describe how recommendations made by the CET during 2022-23 will be used to 
inform implementation of the school’s improvement plan. 

● Include any changes that will be made to CET membership for the 2022-23 
school year. Include the role/title of any new members. 

● Alternating Parent Mentor 
● Grace Doherty- Mayor’s Office 
● Tonia Thompson- Superintendent 
● Molly Killdow- BU Grad Assistant 
● Directors- Jennifer Dove, Scout Orr 
● Principal- Kyle Skinner 
● Parent- Katie Russo  

 
We will be able to provide the agendas at a further date as they are kept by our 
Graduate Assistant.  

We are looking to add a member of the Food Bank of the Southern Tier to our team 
as we have been working closely with them.  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Part V - Receivership Powers 
 

Powers of the Receiver   
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Provide a summary of the use of the School Receiver’s powers during 2021-2022 
school year. 

Describe the anticipated use of the School Receiver’s powers during the 2022-2023 
school year (pursuant to those identified in Commissioners Regulation §100.19).   
 

● With additional funds, we were able to assign a teacher to co-teach with an 
existing exceptional second grade teacher, who will now be available to come 
out of the classroom and coach other teachers in the building around 
mathematics. The teachers’ contract would have this position be posted and the 
teacher interviewed for the position. Instead, as a school in receivership, the 
principal approached this teacher and we were able to find the best teacher to 
go into the second grade classroom and co-teach, rather than post both 
positions for hire. 

 

● The same Receivership Powers will be in place to start the 2022-2023 
School Year  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 






